TRAIL SCORE - TRAIL RUN ROUTE GRADING SYSTEM©
© The TRAIL SCORE Trail Run Route Grading System (TRRGS) is copyrighted as a proprietary system for grading
trails according to their suitability for trail running and trail runners. Owner Adventure Types asserts its authorship
and copyright. No use of this grading system and ongoing representation (attribution to trails and/or promotion
through marketing materials in print or online) is permitted by third parties without express permission and rights
granted by Adventure Types www.adventuretypes.com via consultancy agreement.
##The above disclaimer must be included alongside any publication online or in print of the Trail Score explainer below.

1.1 GREEN/BLUE/BLACK/EPIC
The system of rating trails according to Green (Easy), Blue (Moderate) and Black (Difficult) has been chosen as it is the most
recognisable labeling system according to difficulty in accordance with that used on many ski fields worldwide during the winter
ski season. An ‘Epic’ label has been added to accommodate for the higher end trail run market. Trails are ascribed a colour (or
Epic) label according to a scoring system (/45) that takes into account:
>

DISTANCE (/9)

>

ASCENT TOTAL (/9)

>

GRADIENT INCLUSIONS (/9)

>

TECHNICALITY (/9)

>

ROUTE MARKING (/9)

1.2 SCORING SYSTEM: DETAILED -/45
Each of the five determinant factors will be rated out of nine points. The final grading will be based on total points:
GREEN = MAX 15 POINTS / 45
BLUE = MAX 30 POINTS / 45
BLACK = MAX 42 POINTS / 45
EPIC = MAX 45 POINTS /45 POINTS

This allows for the best accuracy and consistency of grading, normalising ‘subjectivity’ factors inherent in the human auditing
process, especially where numerous (trained) auditors are employed on grading.

1.3 SCORING SYSTEM: SIMPLE -/10
For easy public comprehension, the TRAILSCORE /45 scoring system can be re-interpreted into a TRAIL SCORE score out of
ten (-/10). This works well for initial contact information, such as physical maps etc. The -/45 system may be included on more
detailed information repositories such as websites for those seeking further or more nuanced gradient clarification.
Each -/45 score is simply divided by 4.5, with rounding always up, ensuring the grading systems preposition of favouring
beginner-intermediate runners is adhered to. i.e. if anything, runs are always graded as being slightly harder than they actually
are.

1.4 DISCLAIMER/S
The TRAIL SCORE grading system is indicative only. Conditions and landscapes change continuously, and, given sudden
weather shifts, can even change mid run. Hence the route guides and associated data are to be used as a guide only, rather
than directly prescriptive.
Any statistics (distances, elevations, ascents/descents etc) attributed to any one TRAIL SCORE guide are indicative only.
Users of the various GPS-enabled devices would know that different devices (and sometimes even the same device) will offer
different readings and measurements for the same run. Also, transferring data files from one web based application (i.e. Google
Earth) to another (i.e. Garmin or Suunto based programs or Strava) will often change the output data.
We encourage all runners to research their intended route prior to running it, with a view to early exit and/or evacuation options.
Pick key cross check points (man made structures, road crossings, trail intersections, summit points, natural features noted on
map/s) to ensure you will know where you are at all times.
We encourage all runners to know what the predicted weather conditions will be and prepare accordingly, noting NEVER to
venture into wilderness areas that are under threat / notification of bushfire dangers.
All runners should check in with local authorities (park rangers, resort management etc) where appropriate to notify of trip/run
intentions and approximate timings. If you do check in prior to run, be sure to leave a contact number and to ‘check out’ upon
your return where feasible.
Trail running is a goodwill-based pursuit: so if you come across others on trail requiring assistance (runners or other trail users),
be sure to stop and offer your assistance. Also, note and report back any change in trail conditions to park / trail management
authorities.
Shared trails: many trails used by runners will be ‘shared trails’ used by other runners, walkers, horse riders and cyclists.
Please respect other users at all times, give adequate warning when running up behind someone slower than you, and always
give way to trail users who are faster than you. This is particularly pertinent when using mountain bike trails. Be courteous at all
times.
Trail running takes place in the outdoors, in often wild, sometimes remote and even dangerous environments. We encourage
all runners to ALWAYS carry essential items when trail running, at minimum:
-

basic first aid kit, including snake bandages in countries where snakes are prevalent.

-

Hydration, water, electrolytes

-

Space blanket

-

Wet weather jacket and a warm layer

-

Communications incl mobile phone and/or EPIRB / SPOT Tracker or similar satellite based communicator.

-

Emergency nutrition (gels / bars)

-

Quality maps (preferably topographical

-

The above is especially pertinent for longer, more remote routes and/or in extreme weather. We advise runners not to
run on trails with overhanging tree coverage when the winds are up due to falling branches.

